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WORDS FROM OUR PRESIDENT:

PERSPECTIVE

That’s what the drivers in Utah are saying!

M

y point with these pictures is perspective. We often run into folks
who have differing opinions. They might
even disagree with the picture quotes
above. They might say bring on the cold
because they love to snow ski, others in Arizona might say it’s too cold. Now think of
all the other things that we all face each
and every day. We are not all going to
agree. And it’s very possible to be like that
forever. I had an opportunity to go camping with a group of Boy Scouts this past
weekend. As a few of us adults sat around
the fire late into the evening. Many topics
came up from Scouting to trucks to politics. On some things we were all in agreement and in others not so much. I sat
back and listened to two of the men discuss land and government and they were

In Arizona the drivers are saying leave it just like this!

both as far apart as you could get with
their opinions. The discussion never got
heated, they didn’t call each other out.
They both respected one another and listened to their view. I was impressed. They
were an excellent example of not letting it
get ugly nor personal. Today we are surrounded by opinions. May we truly be respective to others and allow others to share
their opinions. Why? Because you may
learn something. From those two men I
learned a lot. Knowledge is wonderful
thing.
Thank you for all you do!
Be positive, be happy!

Jimmy Andrus
President
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To get information on your tractor and its
components download the following App on
your phone.

In your Apps or Store search for the
FREIGHTLINER SMART SOURCE.
When the app is downloaded you can click on the MORE box on the bottom
of the page. Six boxes will pop up and one of them is DRIVER TRAINING
MATERIALS.
It will ask you for the last six numbers of your tractors VIN.
Enter those and you can pull up training that pertains to only the type of
vehicle that you are driving.
Many of you have questions regarding the BUNK HEATERS. This information is available under the engine component section.
There are short videos available to walk you through the process for your
bunk heater to work correctly.
There are short videos a few examples are Engine Braking, Downhill Overspeed Protection, Adaptive Cruise. Control these are just a few of the many
available to help you operate your tractor more efficiently and help you with
those MPG and Idle Bonuses.
If you need assistance feel free to see me but please take advantage of this
very informative and helpful tool.
Remember this! In order for your BUNK HEATER to continuously run
your ignition key must be in the on position.

Thanks,
Lynn Shrum
Safety and Human Resources
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L

ately it seems as we sit down with drivers to have an accident interview many
are only pulling directions from their own
technology, usually google maps from their
cell phones or navigation designed for personal vehicles.

not be found double check the Pro number
and the stop number for accuracy. If you
have entered it accurately and still have no
directions appear then PLEASE contact
your driver manager so that they can remedy the situation immediately.

There is nothing wrong with that if you are
in your personal vehicle but….

The Qualcomm directions should be specific to not just getting to the customer but
anything special that we know of to help
you get in and out of the loading area problem free.

There can be plenty wrong with that if you
are using the car directions for your big
truck and trying to get to the place you
need to be to make a delivery.
Many times, we could have avoided an accident, penalty from an unexpected toll
road or ticket for being on a non -truck
route if we would have pulled and followed
directions off of the Qualcomm instead of
solely relying on our own navigation system.
Andrus has directions for every customer
that you load at and deliver to through the
Directions Inquiry macro 03 in your Qualcomm.
When you receive your pre-plan or dispatch, pull up macro 03 “DIRECTIONS INQUIRY” it is easy and only asks for two
items, Pro number and your stop number.
First enter you PRO number and then your
stop number, 01 is your pick and 90 is for
your delivery. If you have a multi stop pick
up or delivery you will then have additional
numbers for those stops.

We have a great team of Customer Service
Representatives that work diligently to get
you the best possible information available
to make your trip into their customers efficient and safe.
If after using the Direction Inquiry to get to
your customer, you feel there is a safer way
then please send that information to your
Driver Manager as well so that they can
have that fixed.
We appreciate your hard work and dedication to Safety.
Lynn Shrum

Once you have entered the information you
will have directions to the location. If a
message appears that your directions can3

CONGRATULATIONS
IT’S A BOY!!
We are pleased to announce the arrival of Danielle Olsen’s baby
boy, “Cruz Olsen”. He was born on January 3rd at 12:22 A.M.
weighing 8lbs, 3oz, 22” long. Both mom and baby are doing well.
We are so happy for the Olsen family!
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RATE THIS CUSTOMER
LOCATION MACRO

A

s you know our mission
at Andrus is to provide a
great quality of life for everyone
associated with our company. In
an effort to help both drivers and
our customers, Andrus launched its
“Rate this Customer Location”
macro (#32) last summer. This
macro gives drivers the chance to
provide feedback, positive or negative, to customer service, sales,
and ultimately the customer
through them, regarding various
aspects of a pick-up/delivery location. Your feedback through the
macro is appreciated and has been
helpful.
Since its introduction we have
been able to restrict accepting
loads to a location that was consistently not only wasting driver
hours but doing so rudely, pass on
positive remarks to some locations,
and set up a conversation with a
store manager when one of

our sales team will be in the area
to improve how we work
together. This information is also
helpful when we are negotiating
with customers and potential customers in targeting certain locations and avoiding others. Hopefully the information will also be
useful to our customers in highlighting things and people that deserve appreciation and/or helping
them identify areas for improvement. Please don’t hesitate to use
the macro for both positive and
negative feedback.

D Dredge, Executive VP
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DRIVER OF THE QUARTER AWARDS

The Salt Lake Terminal recently presented,
Driver of the Quarter Awards (4th Qtr –
2018) to Mario Woods (Miller Fleet) and
James Fitzwater (Flatbed Fleet. Each Driver
was given a Driver of the Quarter Certificate, 100 dollars in gift cards and an Andrus
watch. Mario and James’ names are also
being added to our Driver of the Quarter
Plaque’s which are PROUDLY DISPLAYED in
the SLC Terminal dispatch office (plaques
are in the background of these pictures).

The criteria for determining the Driver of
the Quarter is based on the drivers Safety
Record (including taking the online Safety
training course each month), Service (no
preventable service failures) and Performance (mileage production). A big congratulation’s goes out to Mario and James. We
are proud of them and the way that they
Represent Andrus Transportation Services.

Pictured from left to right: Donalee Aalders, Mario Woods,
Linck Wolfley and James Fitzwater.
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$ We are DOUBLING our Referral Bonus ! $
Andrus Drivers have Referred other Great
Drivers!
----------------------------------------------------------------------

$1000 FOR EVERY DRIVER REFERRAL !!
$500 when the Driver finishes orientation, $250 when they reach their 30
day mark, and another $250 when they reach their 60 day mark at Andrus!
Stop in the safety office to get professional driver referral cards to pass out
to other drivers. Or just make sure the new driver knows your full name or
truck number to put on their application.

---------------------------------------------------------------------Call Holly or Lynn in Safety for Details
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Do you believe in Four Leaf Clovers, rubbing a lucky rabbit’s foot or in dumb luck?
Jim Johnson has the distinct honor of being the only Andrus Driver that has been in 4
of our 5, million-mile fleets. While it may be “lucky” to be in four of the five “million
mile fleets,” it is not a surprise that Jim has been a contributor to each fleet. Luck has
nothing to do with safe driving techniques and Jim has personally driven 1,365,321 accident free miles for Andrus Transportation (as of 11/27/18).
Jim is one of Andrus Transportation’s, safest and most professional drivers. Jim always has a good attitude, even when things have been tough (Jim’s wife Elizabeth recently passed away). Jim has a daughter McKenzie and a son Andrew. Jim always has
a smile on his face and is as courteous as any driver that I have ever met. We are
proud to recognize Jim Johnson in this employee spotlight.

ANDRUS DRIVERS
ARE AWESOME!
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1 Year

Ontorio Montgomery

Weston Jeppson

6 Years

Barry Blankenship

Holly Ewell

Burke Johnson

7 Years

Kevin Reed

Mark Mcevoy

Randy Russell

8 Years

Bryan Warner

James Southwick

2 Years

11 Years

Edisa Skoro

John Taylor

Michael Damian

Robert Olaveson

Kevin Hyatt

18 Years

Mario Ortiz

Dean Cooley

Jesus Acuna

20 Years

Curtis Knight

Glenn Shrum

3 Years
Betty Hardman
Kenneth Delaume
James Brabson

4 Years
Christine Nielson
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Douglas Darby

Frankie George

Sean Calderaro

Dennis Marshall

Michael Lee

Cody Christensen

Clinton Hurst

Andrew Allen

Matthew Contreras

Donna Clanagan

Jerome Williamson

Curtis Jones

Jerry Maika

Tyler Hiebert

Gordon Fintch

Anthony Soria

Annie Gardner - Customer Service Representative
Jamie Valle - Fontana Shop / Mechanic
Morgan Nestor - Safety Assistant
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2019

Happy New Year!
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Patriots V.S Rams
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